CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
"We are really excited and totally pleased with the work accomplished by Designed Finishes in
redecorating our new home...their assistance in listening to our requests and then adding comments on
color coordination and unique ceiling applications have made our home very comfortable yet very
appealing to all of our friends and visitors. All work schedules developed to redo the complete inside and
outside of our new home were met in a very professional timely manner. Their on site work crews had to
dance around some last minute changes we requested yet still met our time lines and budget proposals. I
want to pass on my thanks to the entire team as we really love our new home thanks to their hard work
and dedication in prioritizing customer satisfaction at all times.. Please feel free to have any potential
customers contact us for reference purposes and if anyone would like to see the finished product we will
be honored to open our doors for their review..."
- Rick & Bonnie Earle
"In our 6 years at Rosedale, Designed Finishes has done many home improvements for us .They have
painted our house, given wonderful advice on colors, lights and finishes. They painted a mural on our
garage wall that is the talk of our street. They were always on time and a joy to be around, lucky us for
knowing them.
- Nell and Dennis Smith
"If you want beautifully painted interior and exterior walls, accent areas that are unique and enhance
your environment or creative advice for color selection, then Designed Finishes is your answer. Owner,
Dee Donegan, has built her reputation on her attention to detail and to the artistic and inventive ways she
changes your living spaces from ordinary to distinctive. We have had her handle both inside and outside
painting projects for us and are completely satisfied with the quality of her work. Anyone visiting our
home for the first time calls attention to the lovely articulation of color on the exterior of our home and to
the special accents and finishes she has done to highlight the architectural detail of the interior. More
importantly, Dee and her team are exceptionally careful with all aspects of the painting process from
preparation to completion. With all the choices of painters in the Sarasota-Manatee area, Designed
Finishes is the only one we would consider."
- Liz & Gary Cole
"We have used Designed Finishes for several custom interior projects. They are absolutely THE BEST in
suggesting creative treatments using interesting textures/surfaces. One of our favorites was a textured
latex paint that covered over bathroom wallpaper. They are best known for their custom murals (usually
on lanais) that depict the owners' favorite themes. They did a full-wall size mural on our lanai of a Paris
street scene, based on a painting by one of our favorite artists. It is just amazing. The design consultant
has an EXCELLENT eye for color and is skilled at suggesting coordinating looks. They recently painted
our exterior in colors we never would have imagined, and we love it. They handle all aspects of a project
from design, mock-ups and approval through our HOA's Architectural Review Committee, if it is
required. The crew is highly skilled and personable - a delight to have on the projects. They are super
dependable and available for feedback during all projects."
- Jim and Sue Lamy
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“We have used Designed Finishes on a number of occasions and each time we have been delighted with
the results produced for us. Not only have they identified practical solutions to our interior and exterior
design requirements, they combined this with their extraordinary ability to recommend the most
appropriate colour combinations, to produce truly impressive results. We have no hesitation in
recommending Designed Finishes as an excellent interior and exterior designer."
- Martin & Elizabeth Ritchley
“Your painting requirements may be for inside, outside, or even driveways, something quite
straightforward or calling for some imagination and creativity. Over the last few years, we have used
Designed Finishes for all of these and have been delighted with the
results."
- Jim & Norma McClurg
"We highly recommend Dee Donegan of Designed Finishes. She is incredibly creative; has a vision and is
able to carry through on it. Her ideas meld with yours to bring out the best in the work being done. She
is dynamic and very current with her designs and finishes. Designed Finishes are thorough, timely, clean
and have a work ethic second to none..."
- Jim and Deb Kehoe
"Designed Finishes painted the entire exterior as well as the interior (excluding bathrooms) of our home
after we purchased it in 2013. We found them to be the consummate professionals. The lead designer,
Dee Dongean, was easy to work with, attentive to detail & welcomed ideas & creative thinking. She
considered options & possible advantages/disadvantages of ideas based on her previous experience. She
has expectations of her employees as she is aware they are traversing the personal property of clients.
They are courteous & considerate of their surroundings while trying to work around shrubbery,
furniture & other personal belongings. We would highly recommend Designed Finishes because of their
expertise, personality, professionalism & the magnificent job we felt they achieved in completing the work
on our home."
- Dave & Lorie Zandi
"We have used Designed Finishes' services for several interior and exterior paint and repair projects. We
appreciate that they are very reliable as all projects were started and completed on the contracted dates
much to our satisfaction. Their knowledge of products and professional advice are a real bonus!"
- John and Kathi Skelton
"Designed Finishes has done a lot of painting for us. Their work has always been excellent and very
professional. They painted the exterior of our house, faux painted our master bathroom and painted a
Caribbean scene on our wall entering our master suite which is wonderful. We highly recommend their
work."
- Charlie and Sue Long
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"We have lived in the Rosedale Community for seven years and we can say without a doubt we would
have no one painting for us other than Designed Finishes. Dee has a talent for seeing the finished product
that is unbelievable and it always comes out beautiful. They are dependable, conscientious and
trustworthy."
- Howard & Barbara Ellfeldt
"Just a note to let you know how happy we are at the "Pulver house" with the work you and your
associates did for us during our house renovation.It was refreshing to work with an organization that not
only showed up when they said they would, but were respectful of the homeowners property. It was a
bonus to have the job finished on time and on budget. If you hadn't come to our rescue when one of our
contractors had abandoned us, I think we would still have unfinished crown molding. In the future, if we
decide to renovate, "Designed Finishes" will be the first and only call we make. Thank you so much for
all your help."
- Carol & Ken Pulver
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